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Introduction
Lisa Sparxxx is a 5'8" green-eyed cock pleaser with a curvy 36DD-32-35 body that has been put to use
in over 250 adult movies so far. She remains the world record holder after being gangbanged by 919
men. That is not a typo... nine hundred and nineteen cumshots!

Adult Review
The best part of Lisa's site is Lisa herself. An all natural southern girl with a huge rack and absolutely no inhibitions. Lisa
Sparxxx is the kind of chick you can fuck until you get tired and tag in one of your friends to jump on her box from the top
rope.
  
  Unlike a lot of smut starlets out there these days, Lisa decided to build her own official website instead of selling her soul to
a big corporate entity.
  
  You won't see "contract whores" choking down cock and allowing strange men to make use of them the way you will see
Lisa doing it. Her selfless pursuit of your pleasure deserves a round of applause but not too many of her members have both
hands free long enough to clap.
  
  The videos offered up are a quality combination of her specialties: Gagging on Cock, Fucking and getting railed by
well-hung black dudes who want to bust open her pussy to see what's inside it. Each update also comes with plenty of quality
photos as well.
  
  The site updates each day, alternating with videos one day and picture sets the next day. The clips are not high-def and are
usually not exclusive content but they are definitely the kind of stuff you will want to keep handy on your hard drive for a
long while. The Tongue has also been told that there are plans to expand the site quite a bit to include even more exclusive
content and behind the scenes footage in the near future as well.
  
  With a loyal following and the ability to send in email, her members seem more than pleased with the direction this site is
moving in. What carries this site is Lisa's personality. When you first see her you'll notice her huge tits but the more you look
around the more you will figure out that her piercing eyes and bubbly disposition are what set her apart from most of the
other solo girl sites.

Porn Summary
If well stacked southern girls who gag on cock and love getting boned by black dudes don't make you smile then Lisa is not
for you. Take the tour and check out this whore. If you like what you see, join up and get to know every square inch of her
body as guys take turns pounding her into submission. 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The recent upgrades made on her site and inclusion of mobile games makes it even better!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 87
Support: 90 Unique: 89    Taste: 93        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Anal, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Interracial, MILF, Natural, Oral, PornStars, Solo, Tits
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Porn Site Review
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